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Green Economics at COP 24: An economics of 
caring sharing and supporting each other 

 

 
 

Let’s get serious about saving the climate:  
2 tonnes of carbon per person each by 2022! 
Let’s leave the forthcoming generations with 

a better pack of resources than we 
inherited!  

 
Carbon Rationing Now! Let’s stop runaway 

climate change together! 
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Editors  

Miriam Kennet and Professor Maria Madi  

Miriam Kennet (UK) is a specialist in Green Economics, she is the Co-Founder and the CEO of the 

Green Economics Institute. She also founded and edits the first Green Economics academic journal in 

the world, the International Journal of Green Economics, and she has been credited with creating the 

academic discipline of Green Economics. Green Economics has been recently described by the Bank 

of England as one of the most vibrant and healthy areas of economics at the moment. 

Having researched at Oxford University, Oxford Brookes and South Bank University, she is a member 

of the Environmental Change Institute, Oxford University. She has taught, lectured and spoken at 

Universities and events all over Europe, from Alicante to Oxford and Bolzano, and to government 

officials from Montenegro and Kosovo to The UK Cabinet Office, Transport Department, National 

Government School and Treasury and spoken in Parliaments from Scotland to Austria and The 

French Senate and Estonia. She is also a regular speaker at public events of all kinds and an after 

dinner speaker. She has a delegation to the UNFCC COP Kyoto Climate Change Conferences and 

headed up a delegation to RIO + 20 Earth Summit: Greening the Economy in RIO Brazil. She 

regularly speaks on TV around Europe, most recently in Belgium and Estonia and the BBC has made 

a special programme about her life and work. 

She runs regular conferences at Oxford University about Green Economics. She publishes regularly 

and has over 100 articles, chapters and other publications. She has been featured in the Harvard 

Economics Review and Wall Street Journal as a leader. Recently she was named one of 100 most 

powerful Unseen Global Women by the Charity One World action for her global work and won the 

Honour Award at the Green Business Awards from the Luxembourg Minister of Finance for her work. 
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Professor Dr. Maria Alejandra Madi holds a MA in Philosophy and a PhD in Economics 

(UNICAMP, Brazil). She is Chair of the World Economic Association Conferences Program 

and editor of the WEA Pedagogy Blog. Currently, she is also Assistant Editor of the 

International Journal of Pluralism and Economics Education and VP of the Ordem dos 

Economistas do Brasil. As she was a Professor at UNICAMP, Brazil from 1983 until 2012, 

her career includes visiting professorships at the University of Manitoba (2008) and the 

University of Kassel (2010). More recently, she co-edited some of the WEA books: The 

economics curriculum: toward a radical reformation and Ideas towards a new international 

financial architecture? and Capital and Justice. She also coedited some of the Green 

Economic Institute books: The Greening of Global Finance, The Greening of Latin America, 

The Greening of Global Banking and Finance, besides Value, Valution, Valuing and Green 

Investment, Green Economy & Green Finance. Her recent books include Global Finance 

and Development, Small Business in Brazil: competitive global challenges and Pluralist 

Readings in economics: key concepts and policy tools. Her research interests focus on 

macroeconomics and finance, development and social justice. She is Director of the GEI 

Academy and member of the Green Economics Institute |Trust.  
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What we can achieve 

2 Tons of carbon each per year by 2022 

How we make our commitment to  

1.5 degrees Celsius work  

We need to persuade all countries to sign up to setting a global limit of 2 tons of car-

bon each per year by 2022.  

With rapid conversion to 100% renewable energy, we can do this without cutting liv-

ing standards by very much. 

Yes this is a radical change – but a good one 

We, (at 2Tonnes of Carbon Limited), are a part of the Green Economics Institute, an 
official RINGO of the COP, and after speaking to delegates of over 50 countries at 
the COP23, we think a 2 tonnes of carbon by 2022 seems to be the optimal solution. 

In order to operationalize the Paris Agreement successfully (and to avoid disap-
pointment over non-delivery at COP23), the solution unofficially supported by over 
50 nations at COP23 appears to be the following: 

We calculate 2 tonnes of carbon per person per year by 2022, based on the follow-
ing data. 

– Today, NASA data shows is 0.99 degrees of warming. 

– Paris COP21 would actually deliver 3.2 degrees of warming. 

– The Paris COP21 ambition is 1.5 degrees. 

– Actual INDC delivery COP21 is 3.2. 
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Our fantastic team on day one at our Green 

Economics Institute Exhibition Stand 

We are delighted to introduce our wonderful line up of delegates: 

  

 

Miriam Kennet (UK) Director The Green Economics Institute, Founder of The 

International Journal of Green Economics.  Introduces her ideas for Ambition for the 

COP Process and what it can achieve next and introduces her latest proposals for 

the UN and what is being adopted and talks about Carbon Budgets and Carbon 

Rationing and Investment. 

Maria Alejandra Madi (Brazil). PhD in Economics. Her academic career includes a 

long-term professorship at UNICAMP (Brazil) with research focused on finance and 

sustainability. Co-editor of some of The Green Economics Institute (UK) books, 

including The Greening of Global Finance; Value, Valuation and Valuing; Green 

Investment, Green Economy & Green Finance. Green Economics Institute Trustee. 

Hans Kåre Flø (Norway) Master of Science in Physics, Master of Management, 

Senior adviser at Tekna (Norwegian engineering organisation), President of 

Industrial board of The Norwegian Academy of Technological Sciences, Trust 

member of the Green Economics Institute. Initiated the Frontrunner project for Green 

development in Oslo. Sustainability and society, Technology and sustainability, 

learning networks and learning societies. Member of GEI management team at COP 

24. 

Natalie Bennett, (UK and Australia) Journalist, former Editor The Guardian Weekly 

Agroenvironmentalist and Green Economics Institute Member, Board Member, the 
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Green European Foundation. She also addresses Gender issues on this United 

Nations COP23 Gender Day. 

Arturo Hermann (Italy) is a Senior Research Fellow at the Italian National Institute 

of Statistics (Istat). In his main research fields — Green, Institutional and Keynesian 

Economics, Theories of Social Justice, Political Economy, also considered in their 

relations with psychology and psychoanalysis — he has authored six books and 

numerous articles in scholarly Journals. He is a member of important economics 

associations and regularly participates in their Conferences and activities 

Liljana Popovska (Macedonia) PhD in political sciences. Civic activist and 

politician, member of the Macedonian Parliament since 2002. Creator of green public 

policies for environmental protection, sustainable development,  green economy, 

social justice, human rights (gender equality, disability, LGBTI, Roma), social 

cohesion. Founder and President of the green party DOM (Democratic Renewal of 

Macedonia), member party of the EGP in Macedonia, since 2006. Fights against 

pollution from industry and mining sector.  

Maria Fernanda Madi (Brazil) is a lawyer and economist; PhD Researcher at 

Erasmus University Rotterdam. Her research interests include law and economics, 

economic regulation, comparative law, and competition law. Visiting Researcher at 

University of Bologna (Italy) and University of Hamburg (Hamburg), Green 

Economics Institute Member.  

Margarita Nieves Zárate, LLM on Energy Law, PhD researcher at the University of 

Groningen. Her research on energy law focuses on risk regulation in the oil and gas 

sector and the promotion of renewable energies in Latin America.  
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The Polish Pavillion, COP 24. Poland put forward a focus on forrest development for climate 

mitigation. Will they have as strong ambitions for coal?, asks GEI delegate Hans Kåre Flø. 

 

Aims of our Green Economics Institute Delegation 
 Ratchet down to 2 tonnes of carbon per person on the planet within 5 

years, which is by 2022.  
 100 companies have been responsible for over 70% of historical carbon 

emissions. Bring the focus directly on the worst carbon-emitting 
companies and enforce much more stringent rules to bring about a real 
and accelerated path to zero-net carbon emissions for them.  

 Eight men own as much of the world’s wealth as the poorest 50% of the 
planet. A study recently has demonstrated that none of the world’s top 
industries would be profitable if they paid for the natural capital they use. 
Let’s charge companies for this capital and distribute the proceeds to 
repairing the environment and to empowering the poorest 50% of the 
planet amongst whom that money can be shared equally to alleviate the 
worst poverty.  

 Get everyone checking their own carbon and reducing by 10 % within a 
month of the COP23 conference and ensure everyone enjoys this ground 
breaking action together. Using an app so everyone can work to ratchet 
down their own carbon under their own control 
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QATAR on Costal Sensitivity, COP 24. Will they adress oil?, asks GEI delegate Hans Kåre 

Flø. 
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Strategy for Saving the Climate at COP24 

2 tonnes of carbon per person by 2022 

 

Approximately 36 gigatons divided by 

7.6Billion (human population) = average 4.9 tonnes of carbon usage per person per 

year TODAY.  

Therefore, today’s average carbon usage per person is 4.9 carbon (2017).  

All the data and all the accumulating extreme climate events indicate that this is a 

disaster. You know and we know that this is a disaster unfolding before our eyes.  

The world is looking to us at COP24 to solve this problem. All prediction models ap-

pear to be correct but they are too slow- it is happening even faster.  

Our proposal is therefore: immediately ratchet down to 2 TONNES OF CARBON 

PER PERSON BY 2022 AS AN AMBITION OF COP 24. (Just as 1.5 was an ambi-

tion of COP21 and has become the lingua franca.)  

All states with below 2 tonnes per person per year would then take a global leader-

ship role. 

This proposal clearly appears to have serious traction and support from representa-

tives and delegates from nearly 50 nations, and will satisfy, reassure and save the 

people whose lives and livelihoods are at risk and already suffering.  

We cannot fiddle while the world burns. 
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The world’s population, particularly the young, the small island states, and African 

nations, will not thank us for not ensuring an actual solution at COP24. 

Therefore, we would like COP24, Poland, to consider the following ambition: 

2 TONNES OF CARBON PER PERSON BY 2022 will deliver just under 1.5 de-

grees of warming. 

Globally, in our scenario, in 2022, 2 tonnes of carbon x 7.6 billion humans = 15.2 
gigatons of carbon, which appears to deliver a much better prospect for humanity- 
even better than the Paris Agreement 

 

Without such a change, unrestrained climate change will send every country bank-
rupt within 80 years, destroying human civilisation as we know it, across the world, 
and most natural species of animals, birds and fish. 

That is a radical change but a catastrophic one. 

Let us work together to choose wisely, now, and do the hard work, now, while we 
can make the difference we want. 
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The relevance of Law & Economics 

 2 tonnes of carbon per capita by 2022  
 

 

 

The Green Economics Institute invites you to the Official 

Side Event at the Cop 24 Climate Conference 

Advances in Climate Law and Governance - Implementing 

the Paris Agreement Worldwide 

             15:00 – 16:30 Monday 10 December, 2018 

during the United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change COP24 in Katowice, Poland 

               Venue: Narew, COP24 Katowice Zone 
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Advances in Climate Law and Governance - 

Implementing the Paris Agreement 

Worldwide 

Official Side Event 

Hosts: CISDL & the Green Economics Institute 

15:00 – 16:30 Monday 10 December, 2018 

during the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change COP24 in Katowice, Poland 

Venue: Narew, COP24 Katowice Zone 

Focus:  

Paris Agreement implementation requires innovative legal tools and governance framework solutions. 

Highly climate vulnerable countries merit specially dedicated attention and support. Across key 

countries, this discussion with legal experts shares insights on challenges, good practices and 

lessons in legal and institutional reform to strengthen climate mitigation, resilience and finance, and 

build capacity for climate law and policy solutions. Partners highlight global trends on climate 

legislation and gaps to be bridged to implement NDCs. Debates identify ways to ensure positive 

impacts of legislation, including effective parliamentary oversight. Findings of Climate Law & 

Governance Day 2017 are shared, and CLG Essay Awards are presented by celebrated 

representatives responsible for climate change, to the world's next generation of climate leaders. 

Join the Conversation on Twitter @CLGInitiative    @GreenEconomists 
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COP 24, Official side event: 

Advances in Climate Law and Governance - Implementing the Paris 

Agreement Worldwide 

Hosts: CISDL McGill University; CEENRG University of Cambridge & Green Economics 

Institute 

Venue: COP24 XXX, Narew Room;  Date/Time:  15:00 – 16:30, Monday 10 December 2018 

Agenda: 

1. Welcome & Introductory Remarks  

Chairs: Prof. Dr. Marie-Claire Cordonier Segger (SEED, Univ Waterloo / CISDL & LCIL, Univ 

Cambridge) and Ms. Miriam Kennet (CEO, Green Economics Institute) 

2. Compacts, Compliance & Capacity: Paris Agreement Implementation for 

Sustainable Development 

Chair: Prof. Dr. Marie-Claire Cordonier Segger (SEED, Univ Waterloo / CISDL & LCIL, Univ 

Cambridge); Joint Presentation: Maitre Ayman Cherkaoui (CISDL / CoP22 Presidency); 

Maitre Hafijul I. Khan (Centre for Climate Justice - Bangladesh); Dr. Markus Gehring (LCIL / 

CEENRG Univ Cambridge); Prof. Alexandra Harrington (Fulbright Fellow, Basillie School for 

International Affairs; Prof. Michael Mehling (MIT / CCLR);* Prof. Christina Voigt (University of 

Oslo);* Prof. Margaretha Wewerinke-Singh (Univ South Pacific)* 

3. Green Economics Institute Roundtable Panel. 2 Tonnes of carbon – in a hurry?  
 
Chair: Ms. Miriam Kennet (CEO, Green Economics Institute); Speakers: Maria Fernanda 
Madi (Erasmus University, School of Law), Professor Maria Madi (University UNICAMP, 
Brazil), Margarita Nieves (Law Department, University of Groenigen) (  Mr. Christopher 
Campbell-Duruflé (Univ Toronto); 
 
What is the Law? Whose law is it anyway- in an age of Trump? Protecting the commons and 
ordinary citizens? Achieving survivability? A new legal regime?/Moving beyond the 
Anthropocene- how will the law look and behave?  
 
4. Closing Presentation  

Chairs: Prof. Dr. Marie-Claire Cordonier Segger (SEED, Univ Waterloo / CISDL & LCIL, Univ 

Cambridge) and Ms. Miriam Kennet (CEO, Green Economics Institute) Outcomes of CLGD 

2018: Maitre Ayman Cherkaoui (CISDL / CoP22 Presidency) & Ms. Annika Brouwer (CLGI)  

Announcement & Celebration of 2018 CLG Global Essay Awards 

For more information visit: climatelawgovernance.org and  

www.geiclimate.org or email events@climatelawgovernance.org 

http://www.geiclimate.org/
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The Green Economics Institute 

Reforming economics, for people everywhere, nature, 
other species, the planet and its systems 

 

Official COP23 United Nations Climate Partner 

 
 

 

COP24  Blog  

Fiji as an example of responsibility and reminder for those 
who still fail to contribute 

By Liljana Popovska, MP, Republic of Macedonia 

 

 

The official representative from Fiji had his presentation on a Plenary Session, announcing 

the firm decision of his island’s country to keep to the obligations from Paris and to go even 

further, to cut all carbon dioxide emissions in the next decades. He emphasized that they 

took it very seriously, although their contribution to the global emissions is around 0,007 %. 

They have decided, he said, to be among the world leaders in this process, to inspire the 

others to do the same.  
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Someone may comment that Fiji, as a small contributor to the climate changes, has no 

power to save the Planet. Yes, that is true, but also is true that each country should take the 

responsibility equally, depending on the size and participation in climate changes. It is also 

true that the island’s country are among the most endangered now, because of the threat 

from the rising of the ocean level. But the climate changes will endanger every single country 

and there is no way to escape.  

So, it is irresponsible from the politicians of the big and rich countries, with the biggest 

impact to the climate, to turn the eyes from these phenomena and to continue their business 

as usual. It is irresponsible to their citizens, to the citizens from the other countries, to the 

Planet as a whole. We still have only this beautifully shaped stone in the Cosmos as the 

space for all leaving beings. Mars is obviously not appropriate!  

In fact, exactly that is the power of COP24 and similar gatherings – to promote good 

examples, to show leadership, to inspire the responsible ones, and to press all the others 

that want to obey their responsibility. 

Liljana Popovska is at COP24 with the Green Economics Institute 

 

The Green Economics Institute www.greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org. 

info@ greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org  greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com 

http://www.greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org/
mailto:greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
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COP24  Blog  

My first day at COP24 
 
By Cathryn Symons, New Zealand 
 

This is my first ever COP, so I’ve spent most of the first 
day trying to find out what’s happening, being amazed at all the events, pavilions and how 
many familiar names are here.  It's as if the whole climate change world has pitched up in 
this obscure town in the middle of Poland’s coal mining region.  
 
My home country, New Zealand, has teamed up with the Presidency of the last COP, Fiji, to 
create the Pacific and Koronivia pavilion concentrating on the small island nations of the 
South Pacific.  These tiny places, almost impossible to find on a map, are bearing the brunt 
of climate change, and many will lose much of their land within a century if we don’t act 
now.  At an event in their pavilion, I heard how they are working to access resources from 
the Green Climate Fund, with Samoa now able to directly access the fund.  That means that 
they can rely on their own considerable expertise in adaptation and mitigation projects to get 
the funding they need, rather than relying on experts.  I was amazed to discover that the 
Cook Islands now spends 9% of its GDP on climate adaptation efforts – there may be some 
reframing of other projects in there, but it really brings home the significance of the threat to 
this tiny country.  
 
Closer to Katowice, I listened to an EU panel on Energy Decarbonisation and Coal Phase-
Out: Financial, Technological and Policy Drivers.  We started with a macro-economic view, 
and then moved on to Carbon Tracker Initiative who have modelled coal power plants from 
around the world, using IEA asset level data.  As the cost of renewables, and gas, plants 
becomes lower, the risk of coal plants becoming stranded assets is increasing.  Right now, 
42% of global coal plants are unprofitable, and by 2040, that figure could be 72%.  They’ve 
built a tool to examine these in more detail, and it's well worth a look 
at https://www.carbontracker.org/reports/coal-portal/    
 
Tomorrow, the conference will be well underway, and it will be very hard to choose what to 
attend, while also spending time on the GEI stand.    

 

Cathryn Symons is in Katowice with the Green Economics Institute delegation 
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ARTICLES  

Global warming: threats and challenges  

  

 

By Prof. Maria A. Madi (Brazil)  

Global warming and global CO2 emissions are interconnected. In 2018, heatwaves were ob-

served in Europe, Asia, North America and northern Africa, while the extent of Arctic sea ice 

has been continuously dropping. According to the World Meteorological Organization 

(WMO), the last four years (2015-2018) have been the warmest years on record. In particular, 

between January and October 2018, global average temperature increased 0.98 degrees Cel-

sius above the levels of 1850-1900. If this trend continues, temperatures may rise by 3-5 de-

grees Celsius by 2100. 

Global CO2 emissions have also been increasing in the last years. China and the US together 

account for more than 40% of the global total CO2 emissions, according to 2017 data from 

the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre and the PBL Netherlands Environmental 

Assessment Agency. After the withdrawal from the Paris climate change agreement, the US’s 

environmental policy shifted to a pro-fossil fuels agenda on behalf of the need to overcome 

the disadvantage of American businesses and workers. Trump called climate change a “very, 

very expensive form of tax”. Fossil fuel lobbies in Saudi Arabia, Russia and Canada are pow-

erful forces against government climate policies. Besides,  it cna be hoghlighted that Aistralia 

is still dependent on coal exports. 

 

In this global setting, where there has been noted a  rise in investments in coal, the challenges 

and possibilities of effective global agreements have turned out to be more complex. The 

scenario of the COP 24 certainly reveals these tensions. The current Conference of the Parties 

(COP) in Katowice has been announced as the most critical on climate change since the 2015 

Paris Agreement that pledged to keep temperatures well below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-

industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase even further to 1.5 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/jun/25/record-emissions-keep-australia-on-path-to-missing-paris-target
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degrees Celsius. In 2017, global emissions were 53.5 billion tons of carbon dioxide while the 

promises made in 2015 amounted 53 billion tons up to 2030. 

The United Nations 2018 report warned that, in 2030, global greenhouse gas emissions could 

be between 13 billion and 15 billion tonnes higher than the level required to keep global 

warming within 2 degrees Celsius. Indeed, policy makers are currently at pressure to make 

progress since the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2018 report also high-

lighted that it is urgent to limit the global temperature increase to 1.5 degrees Celsius. In this 

attempt, governments should have to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases by around 25 

percent and 55 percent lower than 2017 to limit global warming to 2 degrees and 1.5 degrees 

Celsius respectively. 

Considering this background, climate finance can be a tool to accelerate effective de-

carbonization of the economy by means of a) progress on energy efficiency, b) decarbonisa-

tion, c) electrification carbon capture and storage, d) afforestation and reforestation. Overall, 

global and local investments in electricity continue to fall far short of what is needed to close 

the energy access gap. In Africa and Asia, while international private finance more than dou-

bled from the 2013-14 level to amount USD 2.9 billion in 2015-16, international public fi-

nance declined from USD 10.5 billion in 2013-14 to USD 8.8 billion in 2015-16. 

In terms of technologies, more than half of total amount of finance committed to electricity in 

2015-16 was related to renewable projects, mainly on-shore wind and solar PV. Although 

there has been a huge amount of investment in renewable energy technologies, the scaling up 

global investment requires declining prices for renewables. However, in the same period, 

investments in coal plants increased in Africa and Asia, from USD 2.8 billion in 2013-14 to 

USD 6.8 billion in 2015-16. Philippines, India, Bangladesh and Kenia have received a large 

part of the financing commitments in 2015-16. 

As a matter of fact the recent trends call for a reflection on climate change and the deleterious 

effects of the main features of contemporary capitalism. First, the commodification of natural 

resources is a feature of the long-run process of financial expansion characterized as the fi-

nancialization of the capitalist economy where social vulnerabilities have increased – mainly 

in developing countries. Second, market deregulation opened up new energy investment pat-

terns in a context where institutional investors have assumed an active role in the selection of 

high profit potential projects. Under the expansion of monopoly-capital, energy investments 

and policies could pass down social and environmental safeguards. 

Today, restructuring energy policies to face climate change require comprehensive solutions 

in order to include issues related to regulation and finance, technology and innovation, gov-

ernance and politics, besides environment and social inclusion. There is the need to overcome 

the lack of articulation between governments and the private sector in order to promote 

changes in investment patterns and to face education challenges towards a green economy. 
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Sources/Websites 

 

https://www.ipcc.ch/ 

 

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-46384067 

 

https://www.debatingeurope.eu/2018/11/26/are-green-policies-hurting-our-

economies/#.XAVG29tKiG4 

 

https://www.seforall.org/energizingfinance 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/nov/16/climate-change-champions-still-

pursuing-devastating-policies-new-study-reveals 
 

 

 

 
The Pacific and Koronivia Pavillion, COP24. Many nations have impressive pavillions where they 

meet people and give seminars, photo by Hans Kåre Flø. 

 

The Green Economics Institute www.greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org. 

info@ greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org  greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com 

https://www.ipcc.ch/
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-46384067
https://www.debatingeurope.eu/2018/11/26/are-green-policies-hurting-our-economies/#.XAVG29tKiG4
https://www.debatingeurope.eu/2018/11/26/are-green-policies-hurting-our-economies/#.XAVG29tKiG4
https://www.seforall.org/energizingfinance
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/nov/16/climate-change-champions-still-pursuing-devastating-policies-new-study-reveals
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/nov/16/climate-change-champions-still-pursuing-devastating-policies-new-study-reveals
http://www.greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org/
mailto:greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
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How to prevent the worst from happening: 

By allowing world-citizens to become agents 

of change! 
 

 By Aaron Sterniczky 

Since its founding the United Nations are guided by a universal principle: Each and every 

person shares equal dignity. At the beginning of the 21st century this principle must entail 

that every world citizen has an evenly constrained carbon budget  

 

 

Aaron Sterniczky and Ehtesham Huassain Abbasi, delegates of 

the Green Economics Institute, at the COP 23 in Bonn  

 

When delegates, diplomates, scientists, politicians, activists, world citizens convene in 

Katowice to negotiate the outcome of COP 24 there would be the occasion to celebrate a 

remarkable anniversary: The declaration of human rights was passed 80 years ago.  

The declaration does no only define the United Nations’ mission but stipulates the 

recognition of universal principles morally founded in the equal dignity each and every 
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person shares with everyone else. No national government, no private company, no religion, 

no superstition, no other global, national, or local institution would therefore be allowed to 

deprive anyone of inalienable rights. 

The declaration appears in the best sense radical regarding its sense of justice, longing for 

equality, commitment to freedom. This was true back then and is maybe more indispensable 

right now. In times of globalized value chains, technological disruption, ecological deprivation 

unified standards will mark the solely acceptable way forward.  

Given the trajectory to an ever more integrated world community in the 21st century the 

human species shares a common fate. A progressive future therefore depends on the 

mutual acknowledgement that all major challenges need to be addressed by international 

cooperation and every human being represents a member of the global society. Against this 

background acting ethically turns into a practical necessity.  

The dawning threat of an irreversible climate collapse consequentially urges each human 

being to confront him/herself with the reality that no turning away from internationalism will 

actually build an effective way out. Isolation won’t work. Instead profound ideas are 

demanded that deal with the ideal of justly shared responsibilities.  

If this consideration gets translated into imperatives for a meaningful and practical climate-

policy than the logical conclusion would be that each world citizen receives a certain carbon 

budget allowing each human being to emit a precisely calculated amount of carbon on an 

annual base. The proposal brought forward by the Green Economics Institute actually tries 

to put exactly this theory into practice. The approach laid on the table would recognize the 

undeniable fact that only an evenly shared global effort could keep us below the 1.5o degree 

threshold agreed upon in the Paris Climate accord. 

The last IPCC report explains accordingly and with scientific clarity that the global 

community can´t afford to lose more time if the worst climate scenarios should be prevented. 

Therefore, profound and sustainable change needs to happen quickly and substantially. The 

directive of 2 tons of carbon by the year 2022 for each and every global citizen demanded by 

the Green Economics Institute complies with the timeframe and identifies the duty ahead. 

But even more than this: The idea obeys the conviction that since human beings caused the 

climate crises through their demeanour only a change in human conduct will pave a way out 

of the crisis.  

The proposal also emphasizes a certain change of course that can be identified since the 

signing of the Paris Climate Accord. The Paris Climate Agreement encapsulates the 

conventional wisdom of the United Nations that plausible solutions to the climate crisis must 

be attributed to the effective cooperation of nation states. Since then circumstances have 

change drastically and the United Nations has shown a remarkable degree of agility. By 

doing so the institution has proven critics wrong who always lamented that the United 

Nations lack any capacity to change.  

Already last year’s COP brought about a profound paradigm shift. The conference has 

reacted swiftly to the international turmoil preceding the meeting. One result of the gathering 

in Bonn is that the Paris Agreement has been effectively opened up and it is now possible 
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for federal states to be recognized as parties of the accord. This is a meaningful 

development since it signifies that an international organisation constituted by nation states 

acknowledges that regional or local players significantly matter when dealing with the 

mitigation of the climate crisis.  

COP 24 could even mark a more significant step towards a more diversified and inclusive 

climate policy if the proposal of the Green Economics Institute’s approach will gain track:  

The world citizens themselves would finally be directly addressed, lifted up to self-

determined and decisive agents – not by excluding or instead of states, federal states or 

regions but to build an ever more widened approach to deal with the looming climate crisis in 

a meaningful and trustful way. As Eleanor Roosevelt, one leading member of the Human 

Rights Commission, already remarked in 1958: “Where, after all, do universal human rights 

begin? In small places, close to home.“ Her maxim and conclusion may guide COP 24 since 

the idea of 2 tons of carbon by 2022 is about getting people on board as drivers of change.  

www.greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org  info@greeneconomicsinstitute.org 

The Indonesian Pavillion, COP 24 

http://www.greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org/
mailto:info@greeneconomicsinstitute.org
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GEI ACADEMY: 

Rethinking green economics education 

 

By Prof. Dr Maria A. Madi 

In a Green Economics approach to investment and finance, it is especially important to un-

derstand current global challenges. Despite the threats and challenges, climate change has 

still little impact on today’s economics education. However, an understanding of modern 

economies cannot be arrived at without an understanding on of how climate change touches 

on development theories. Taking into account the relevance of these issues, some contem-

porary discussions should be included in the economics curriculum, such as: Which are the 

main features of a green economy? Which alternative energy technologies and policies can 

be implemented in the short-run to de-carbon the global economy? How can green policies 

be articulated to job creation policies? Which are the sources of finance of low-carbon inno-

vations? Can be a green economy competitive in the global trade system? Which should be 

the foundations of a low-carbon international political economy? 

The Green Economics Institute Academy (GEI ACADEMY) 

Considering the relevance to overcome the planetary and environmental challenges and 

economic instability, The Green Economics Institute Academy has been working to create 

and establish a discipline or school of Economics called “Green Economics”, which aims to 

change cultural norms and seeks to reform mainstream economics itself into a well-defined 

goals-based discipline which provides practical answers to existing and future problems by 

incorporating all relevant aspects, knowledge and complex interactions into a truly holistic 

understanding of the relevant issues. In order to do this, a Green culture is emerging into the 

changed narrative space. This is a diverse, interdisciplinary culture spreading very fast 

around the globe and supporting the Green movement as it becomes mainstream.  

The GEI ACADEMY exists to educate the public about the very real choices available to 

them and how they can indeed choose to do things differently. It uses complexity, holism, 

pluralism and interdisciplinary working in order to widen the scope of economics, adding the 

science from the green aspects, and the social ideas from economics discourses. This new 
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scope for the first time avoids partial explanations or solutions and also biased and partial 

perspectives of power elites. 

The GEI ACADEMY argues for economic development based on economic access and 

decision making for all, including respect for cultural diversity and normative freedom. It does 

this by bringing together all the interested parties, who want to help in developing this 

progressive discipline, by inviting them to its events, and conferences and by means of such 

activities as writing books and publications and using its research, its campaigns and its 

lobbying and its speeches and lecturing all over the world. 

 

“The GEI Academy exists to educate the public about the very real choices 
available to them.” 

 
Professor Maria Madi (2018) 

 
 

  

 

 

 

info@geiacademy.org                          gei.academy.org 

mailto:info@geiacademy.or
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THE GREEN ECONOMICS INSTITUTE  

Interested in studying Green 
Economics? 

 

The Green Economics Institute offer bespoke courses, briefings and 
workshops to meet your requirements. We cover micro and macroeconomics, 
business, finance, investment, accounting and green procurement. We show you 
how to manage and the links between biodiversity loss, climate change costs, social 
and environmental issues, gender issues and poverty prevention and how this 
affects us all globally. 

Our educational packages are designed to provide further knowledge on 
Economics in the context of Sustainable Development, and on how to work towards 
a lower carbon economic environment, updating participants with the latest 
economics debates within the Global Green Economics community. 

We especially want students who want to change the world, change 
economics or improve biodiversity or halt the tide of climate change.  

All our students worry about poverty and also how economics doesn't 
really work today.  

If you are a change maker or see yourself at the forefront of innovation, 
or if you like writing or speaking or attending or running conferences, 
love nature or wildlife – have an international perspective, and are 
inclusive and caring then this may well be the study programme for you. 

 

For more information of our typical offerings, go to the Green Economics 
Institute website: http://www.greeneconomicsinstitute.com/study-2015 

To discuss your specific requirements contact the Green Economics Institute: 

greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com 

greeneconomicseducation@yahoo.co.uk 

 

The Green Economics Institute Trust is a Registered Charity existing to further 
public knowledge and education about the Green Economy and Green Economics. 
Our methodology includes working with our Publishing House to create the world’s 
leading academic double blind peer reviewed academic journal The International 
Journal of Green Economics, and also our members networking magazine, The 
Green Economist. We also produce many topical books with a global reach used 
regularly by opinion makers, Kings princes, parliaments, Ministers, top officials in the 
United Nations etc all around the world and so are very influential. We also give 
lectures at many Universities around the world and train governments and 

http://www.greeneconomicsinstitute.com/study-2015
mailto:greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
mailto:greeneconomicseducation@yahoo.co.uk
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government officials. We love to share these activities with our students and try to 
involve our students in much of our work and policy making.  

 

Educational and training opportunities with the Green 
Economics Institute: 

 

 Charity Work Experience with our Green Economics Institute Trust A 
Registered Charity 

 Work Placement for Work Experience, administration, management, 
conference running, marketing, writing, editing, books. Public speaking, 
lecturing. 

 Real Academic and Professional Internships, work experience or study 
placements. Writing or editing academic work – our academic journal, our 
conference proceedings- all our students get to publish their work, many have 
at least 4 citations during their course with us and many have a whole book 
with their name on it. 

 Books and publishing writing, editing, production, reviewing and 
commissioning is a particular feature. 

 Conference and Events administration and management 

 Professional Examinations and qualifications 

 Short 1-2 -3 day courses 

 Remote study from home 

 Remote work placement from home 

 Remote academic study from home 

 Post Graduate Study 1-2-3- 6 months supervised Research and study, 
Fellowships,Visiting Scholars 

 One book of your academic study – for Publication with the Institute 

 Open Book Examinations with Certified Conference Attendance 

 

 

More educational and training opportunities with the 
Green Economics Institute: 

 

 Continuous Professional Education (CPD) Events throughout the year- 
please ask for dates and details 

 Internships- a formal taught course which works as a bridge between college 
and the world of work  
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 Career planning and tasting placements. 

 Erasmus Plus - internships and study placements (Our most popular course) 

 Post Doctoral Study, Research and Writing.( Our most popular course 
usually 1-3 months guided research and writing 

 European Union Youth in Action Courses with partners delivering it 
together. Please enquire if you’d like to partner for our next course 

 Bespoke In House courses- we have run these and training in such varied 
environments as the UK Cabinet Office, Montenegro, Venice International 
University, Oxford, Berlin and many other places for many organisations, from 
the International Labour Organisation of Trade Unions and Peasant Farmer 
organisations across the world or Chinese Polit Buro Officials, Young Green 
Activists, Carribean Politicians, The Foreign Office, the Government 
Procurement Agency, The Government Training School, Government 
Leadership Training and many others. 

 Supervised Research and innovation leading to a report or book or other 
publication and a public event. 

 Writing – learning to write –with formal tuition and supervision – leading 
to Publication of your writing in our books. 

 Dissertation Supervision for your course and Publishing your thesis at all 
levels. 

 

 

 

With partners, we can now offer a range of academic courses at all levels from CPD 
Continuing Professional Development, to Undergraduate in Green Economics, 
Masters level in Green Economics and PhD and Post Doc level Research and study.  

 

Get in touch with us today to find out how we can help meet your particular 
requirements 

 

greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com 

 

 

Websites  
Erro! A referência de hiperlink não é válida.institute.org.uk 

 

mailto:greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
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Testimonials from Student Course  

I can’t help mentioning that a really nice and pleasant thing in the Institute was the 
opportunity to meet really different and interesting people. I was really pleased for 
example to be invited to a meeting about lobbying actions, and the initial planning 
and conception of two new laws and bills to be put into the UK Parliament, led 
bymembers of the Institute, some being involved in politics and NGOs at a very 
influential level. And, out of the terrific list of GEI members, I could also 
discovermany other people as the Institute gave me the opportunity to attend many 
lectures,in Oxford and London, thanks to my status of an intern in the GEI, and I had 
the great luck to go and listen and speak to Wangari Maathai, 2004 Nobel Peace 
Prize winner and the leader of the Green Belt Movement, Sir Nicholas Stern, and 
many other experts. My study with the GEI  even started with a one-day meeting of 
The Higher Education Academy Economics Network in Bristol, where 20 economists 
from  the whole country (including the Director of the scheme) discussed about the 
development of new innovations in teaching economics. 

I can say that Volker and Miriam never missed an opportunity to invite or send me to 
such exciting events during my stay with them, and that was a great luck for me and 
really helpful for my studies. 

Yann Raineau (France) First Student we ever had ! 
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GEI BOOKS 
 

2018 GEI BOOK  

 

Arturo Herman, Italy 
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Green Investment, Green Economy & Green Finance 

 

 
 

 

 

 

info@geibooks.org.uk 

geibooks.org.uk 

mailto:info@geibooks.org.uk
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The Green Economics Institute Registered Office 

6 Strachey Close, Tidmarsh, Reading Rg8 8EP United Kingdom 
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Climate Change Books 
http://geibooks.org.uk/product-category/geibooks/climate-change/ 

 
 

Climate Change Books and our Global GEI United Nations Delegation to the COP UN-

FCC Climate Conferences 
1. Green Economics and Climate Change (2011) Miriam Kennet and Winston Ka Ming Mak 

(Hong Kong) 

2. Rolling Back the Tide of Climate Change, Professor Peter Yang, USA and China,  Case 

University USA (2016) 

3. Renewables are getting cheaper, Professor Peter Yang, USA and China Case University 

USA (2016) 

4. Renewables Stories from around the world (2016) Edited  by Miriam Kennet and Iolande 

Cum (Italy) 

5. Biomasse Algale (Italian Language) Iolande Cum (Italy) (2015) 

6. The Green Transport Revolution, Edited by Richard Holcroft  and Launched in the House 

of Commons (2013) 

7. The Green Built Environment Edited by Judith Felton (2011) 

8.  Renewable Economics of EMEA and Egypt,  Dr Hend Mohammed Mohammed Saladin 

(Egypt) 

9. Green Economics in Post Paris Agreement Africa, (2017) Dr Sadiq Okoh (Nigeria) 

 
 

 
www.geibooks.org.uk  
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Call for book chapters 

2 Tonnes  of Carbon 

Editors: Miriam Kennet (UK) & Prof. Maria Madi (Brazil) 

 
In order to operationalize the Paris Agreement successfully (and to avoid disappointment 

over non-delivery at COP24), the solution unofficially supported by over 50 nations at 

COP23 appears to be 2 tonnes of carbon per person per year by 2022, based on the follow-

ing data: a) Today, NASA data show is 0.99 degrees of warming; b) Paris COP21 would 

actually deliver 3.2 degrees of warming, c) The Paris COP21 ambition is 1.5 degrees. 

The book seeks to 

• gather information and reframe evidence   

• investigate the role of actors, relationships, power, and structure  

• visions about  how 2 tonnes of carbon by 2022 might reconfigure our lives 

Send your submission to   

info@geiclimate.org  & greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com 

Deadline: March 30th, 2019 

 

Green Economics Institute 

 

Progressive Economics: Reclaiming economics for all 

people everywhere, nature, other species, the planet 

and its systems 

 

  

mailto:info@geiclimate.org
mailto:greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
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CALL FOR BOOK CHAPTERS 

Lack of International Political 

Economy? 

Editors: Prof. Maria Madi (Brazil) & Miriam Kennet (UK)  

 

This book call for a reflection on current global challenges and perspectives. Today, it is 

significant that millions of people live on under $1 dollar a day and a billion on under $2 

dollars a day.  Taking into account the Green Economics approach to international political 

economy, this book highlights what is really at stake in the free market economic outcomes. 

The interconnections between global private wealth and social inequality enclose different 

conflictive aspects within “good” global governance. There is undoubtedly the need to open 

up the discussion on the geographies of globalization to broaden analytical perspectives in 

economic, social and political dimensions.  

Lack of International Political Economy? seeks to gather contibutions that 

address, among others, the following subjects:  

 The Logics of Globalisation and De-globalisation 

 Global Order: Geographical Contexts, Actors, Means and Ends 

 Geographies of finance, production and labour 

 Political Structures, Nation-States and Democracy    

 Power, Inequality and Public Policies 

 Political Economy, Governance and Democratic Deliberation 

 Climate Change and the COP 

 Is there room for utophias? 

 

Send your submission to greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com 

DEADLINE: March 30th, 2019

mailto:greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
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Call for book chapters 

Narratives on  Climate Change 

Editors: Miriam Kennet (UK) & Prof. Maria Madi (Brazil) 

 

Climate change is a disruptive and potentially creative force that challenges our ways of liv-

ing and narratives around climate change reveal histories of power and vulnerability. The 

book aims to build a platform to gather stories and experiences in order to  explore the inter-

section of politics, economics, society, culture and the environment.  Narratives   re consid-

ered to be a    form    of    evidence    and    knowledge. Narratives on Climate Change  aims  

to be an inspiration for changing actions to re-shape our future.  

The book seeks to 

• gather information and reframe evidence   

• investigate the role of actors, relationships, power, and structure  

• represent multiple perspectives  and different facets of complex issues  

• visions about  how 2 tonnes carbon by 2022 might reconfigure our lives 

 

Narratives on Climate Change  

Send your submission to greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com    

DEADLINE: March 30th, 2019 

 

 

 

mailto:greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
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The Green Economics Institute              
 Founded in 2003  
 

 
The purpose of the Green Economics Institute.  
 
Our aim is to found an inclusive and progressive economics discipline, called “Green 
Economics” that will deliver environmental and social justice for all.  The Institutes 
work provides academic rigour of the highest standards in terms of new thinking in 
philosophy, methodology and ontology for economics. We founded the world’s first 
and only Green Academic Journal, The International Journal of Green Economics, 
now in its 12th year. 
 
Green Economics is an inclusive and progressive economics built on the 
principles of ecology aiming to deliver environmental and social justice while 
incorporating diversity among all humanity, drawing on learning from natural science 
and other sources and including everyone and everything on the planet.  It is a 
holistic discipline. It moves economics away from the interests of a dominant minority 
to an economic that serves all without discrimination.   This, we describe as 
“Progressive and Inclusive Economics.”  
 
The way of living enabled by the operation of Green Economics will be diverse and 
inclusive with access for all. It will include those with no voice, and those with no 
power, and those with disability of all kinds and all minorities. It respects the 
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dynamics of the natural world’s on which all life depends.   
 
Applying Green Economics, the long term survivability of everyone and everything 
on the planet is regarded as equally important to short term considerations of profit 
and growth. In making economics efficient and relevant to the concerns of the 21st 
century, Green Economics aims to remove the short term growth fetish, greed and 
excess wealth creation and replacing it with holistic values of sustainability, sharing 
and caring. 
  
Practicing Green Economics changes people's perception of the natural world, its 
inhabitants and its systems so they see themselves and their economy as part of 
and dependent upon the holistic global ecosystem.  
 
 
What people say about Green Economics 
 
 
I see the greening of economies as the first step to responsibly and sustainably 
extract, use, exchange and benefit from all that we are gifted with on our planet. I 
believe that when we are able to strike a balance between what we consume and 
what we produce, to the benefit of humanity at the same time being fair to our 
environment, resources, human rights, social inclusion and fairness in trade, 
commerce, we then come closer to understanding Green Economics.  Education, 
technology, laws, governance and the simple ability to innovate and create new 
things are evident tools we can use to  solve the global problems that Green 
Economics has set out to correct. 
Anjikwi Mshelbwala Action Aid (Nigeria) 
 
 
 
My passion about green economics is based on its relevance to face the urgent need 
for an epistemological profound change in economic science. Green economics is 
about the consideration of different theoretical approaches aimed at the 
comprehension and understanding of the real-world. 
Additionally, green economics is aware of the constant movement of construction, 
reconstruction and renewal of ideas and concepts.... the need for trans-disciplinary 
and interdisciplinary work is highlighted in the green economics approaches. I 
believe that the green economists are “embedded economists”, that is to say, their 
thoughts and actions are embedded in their historical, political, social and cultural 
scenarios. 
Dr. Maria Madi, Professor of Finance (Brazil) 
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10 Key Principles of Green Economics 
 

1. The rights of all people through time, other species, nature, the planet and its 
systems, to be beneficiaries of economics transactions. 

2. Social and environmental justice for all, with tolerance and without prejudice.  
3. Respect of other species and their rights and of global biodiversity  
4. Non-violence, respect and inclusion of all people, communities, regions and 

nations, including people with special needs and special abilities. 
5. Respecting the right of local people and communities to have control over 

their own destiny and resources.   
6. Gender equity in all activities through educating, respecting, empowering 

women and minorities, gender(s), transequity. 
7. Living within the comfortable bounds of nature in the climatic conditions under 

which humans built their civilisation.   
8. Ending poverty. Protecting the most vulnerable from risk.   
9. Reversing climate change. 
10. A future-proofed economics suitable for the 21st century based on sharing, 

rather than greed and profit. 
 
Our Work 
 

1. Organising Conferences and participate in international events and symposia 
on specific topics to disseminate new information and ideas and build our  
global network of Green Economists. 

2. Publishing a library of books that are a key reference source for the 
discipline of Green Economics 

3. Providing further educational opportunities for students and to educate the 
public about Green Economics as well as lectures at Public events and 
Universities. 

4. Publish and promote new research and thinking in Green Economics via our 
Books, Magazines and ground breaking journals. 

5. Engage in political and social dialogue with governments and key social 
players. 

6. Provide a consultancy service to governments and non-governmental 
organisations. 

7. Create Policies to achieve our aims and send delegates to international 
events to advocate and advance awareness of the need for Green Economic 
policy 

8. Build a global community of Green Economists and support the creation of 
sister Green Economics schools and institutes and offer training, teaching, 
qualifications and immersion courses to educate thinkers, governments, 
students, professionals, academics and practitioners. 
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Our Contact Details 
 

Website: www.greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org 
 

Telephone 00447990590463 
 

  
Emails: greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com 

info@greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org 

 
 
 
 

 
Green Economics:  

An economics of caring sharing and supporting each other 
 
 
Let’s get serious about saving the climate: 2 tons of carbon per 
person each by 2022! 

 
 

Let’s leave the forth coming generations with a better pack of 
resources than we inherited!  

 
 

Carbon Rationing Now! Let’s stop runaway climate change 
together! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org/
mailto:greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
mailto:info@greeneconomicsinstitutetrust.org

